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BIOGRAPHY
Known for her love of people, design, and dogs, Audry
offers her clients the highest degree of service and the
personalized care they deserve. A passionate real
estate professional, Audry finds positive solutions to
new challenges. Having lived in Alaska for most of her
life, Audry has an exceptional understanding of the
local market and it’s communities.

FUN FACTS
Parent of 3 Dogs
Co-Owner of A&G Painting
Love traveling the world
Enjoys the outdoors: fishing, snowboarding, and hiking
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WHY I’M THE
BEST REALTOR FOR YOU
What really sets me apart from other agents is that being born
and raised in AK, I have an advantage with knowledge of the
neighborhoods, I constantly watch the market, and being a small
business your experience should be more personable.
I also have helping hands on my team which includes an office
manager, social media marketer, and a creative director. I specialize
in generating high value with the help of my wonderful support staff of
A&G Realty LLC.

MY SIGNATURE APPROACH
I believe in an upfront, no-nonsense approach to selling real estate. I
will tell you if either I or my company is not the best fit for your situation.
I will be honest about the pricing of your property
STAYING ON TOP
I consider myself a lifelong learner and I take quarterly classes to
stay current with my industry, as well as keeping up with continuing
education to have my Realtor designation.

WHY I’M DIFFERENT
UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION

DIVERSE SKILLS, INTERESTS, AND PERSONAL BACKGROUND

ONGOING TRAINING, AWARDS, AND ACHIEVMENTS
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WHY
CHOOSE
A REALTOR®

NOT EVERY REAL ESTATE AGENT IS A REALTOR®
• Only real estate professionals who are members of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS® (NAR) can call themselves REALTORS®.
• The NAR is America’s largest professional association and is involved in all aspects of the
residential and commercial real estate industries.
• As a REALTOR® I pledge to abide by the NAR’s strict Code of Ethics.
• Only REALTORS® are held accountable for their ethical behavior.
• As a RE/MAX associate and a REALTOR®, our team is committed to providing you with the
highest standard of service and integrity.

BENEFITS OF CHOOSING A REALTOR®
• REALTORS® work hard to protect your property rights and to keep real estate excise taxes as
low as possible.
• REALTORS® have been instrumental in the implementation of many tax incentives for home
buyers over the years.
• REALTORS® have access to legal counsel to help answer those questions that put your mind at
ease, all at no extra cost to you!
• REALTORS® have consistently worked to increase FHA and VA loan limits to make sure you’re
not paying higher fees to purchase an average home in your market.
• REALTORS® have access to the latest legal and legislative issues that they need to know to best
represent your real estate needs.
• REALTORS® take extra classes and earn designations to prove excellence in various areas of
real estate.
• REALTORS® have worked diligently to preserve the full usage of waterfront properties.
• REALTORS® fight hard to keep the mortgage deduction credit unchanged.
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THE SELLING ROADMAP
1

LISTING APPOINTMENT

2

ESTABLISH PRICE

3

PREPARE HOME

4

LIST HOME FOR SALE

5

OFFERS AND NEGOTIATIONS

6

UNDER CONTRACT AND ESCROW

5

FINAL DETAILS

8

CLOSING DAY
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COMPARABLE MARKET ANALYSIS
Comparable’s include sales from

Active listings demonstrate supply

all real estate agents and the

and competition

Multiple Listing Service
Withdrawn / expired listings
I check public records in addition

usually demonstrate an

to MLS

overpriced listing

The best measure of value is sold
listings

THE PRICE DERIVATIVE
Every property will sell and has the potential to sell quickly,
and the price is the No. 1 factor controlling this outcome.

10%

ASKING
PRICE

+15%
30%

PERCENT
OF BUYERS

+10%

MARKET VALUE

60%

-10%
75%
-15%
90%
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MARKETING YOUR HOME
Much of my marketing starts today, when we agree on a
price for your home. The best marketing in the world will
never sell an overpriced home.

FACT VS FICTION
When it comes to online marketing, many agents will try to
convince you they have the “secret sauce.”
The fact is, every agent’s listing is syndicated out by the
MLS to hundreds, if not thousands, of web sites.
The truth: If a buyer is house shopping online and your
home matches their criteria, it would be almost impossible
for them not to find your home.

GETTING STARTED
Getting started is easy. Once we have agreed on a price
and I have answered all of your questions, we have a little
paperwork to complete. Then I can have your home on the
market in as little as 48 hours.
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YOUR
STORY IS
IMPORTANT

What drew you to this
home when you bought
it?

Why are you moving?

What is your favorite
feature of this house?

How soon do you need
to move?

What do you like about
your neighborhood?

What are you looking
for from an agent?

What are some
nearby attractions and
amenities?

Do you anticipate major
challenges in selling
your home?

What don’t you like
about it?

What will you do if your
home doesn’t sell?
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6 TIPS BEFORE SELLING YOUR HOME
1
2

MEET WITH YOUR AGENT
Your agent can save you a lot of time and energy by guiding you through the pre-listing
phase. They are there to serve and help you decide if listing your home is the right option.
PRE-QUALIFY TO BUY
Get pre-qualified to buy your next home before putting your current one on the market.
Working with a reputable mortgage pro will help you understand what you need to net
from your current home and achieve your goals for the next one.
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PRICE CORRECTLY
Listing your home at the proper market value is critical to selling within a reasonable time
frame. Be cautious of making decisions based on valuations online. Instead, use your
agent’s knowledge of the local area as a resource.
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PRE-INSPECT
Home inspections are often where a home sale can go wrong. Material defects may need
to be repaired prior to a buyer purchasing the home. Determine these potential fixes before
you list, instead of during the negotiation process.
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DE-CLUTTER
If your house is cluttered or filled with personal mementos, it’s more difficult for a buyer to
picture themselves living there. Placing large pieces of furniture or family photos in storage
is worth the effort to help your home sell quicker.
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PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
The modern-day home search usually starts online, and first impressions are very important.
Make sure your real estate agent uses a professional photographer in order to show your
home in the best light.
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STAGING
I firmly believe staging is one of the most important aspects of getting you top dollar for your
property. I’ve witnessed the shortened sale cycles and increased offer prices from staging. I will
give tips and advice to help stage with what you have and will “soft” stage vacant properties if
needed at no extra cost.

THE BENEFITS OF STAGING
STAGING YOUR HOME WILL HELP THE PROPERTY
PHOTOS STAND OUT ONLINE.
People love looking at home decor, interior design,
magazines, and blogs for a reason. Most people don’t live in
the expertly curated spaces we see on the glossy pages of
magazines, and as a result, these model homes are typically
more aspirational — most people would love to live in such
a beautiful space. With so many people starting their home
searches online these days, it’s of the utmost importance to
stand out from the crowd. Capturing someone’s attention
enough to make them want to come see your home in
person is the goal.

STAGING CAN HELP PEOPLE BETTER IMAGINE
THEMSELVES LIVING IN A SPACE.
When a home is empty, it might be harder for someone to
really imagine themselves living in the space. Things may
even feel cold and uninviting, and you definitely don’t want
potential buyers to feel anything but welcome and, well, at
home. It’s important for potential buyers to see the home as
a place they could immediately move into and begin making
their own. It’s all about creating an emotional connection:
Once someone has fallen in love with the space, it’s much
easier for them to commit to buying.

STAGING DEMONSTRATES A HOME’S POTENTIAL.
If someone is about to make the biggest investment of their
lives, they’re going to want to make sure it’s something they
love. Depicting how a home could be lived in can show
someone the real possibilities of a space. Maybe you always
used that extra bedroom for storage, but if a potential buyer
sees it transformed into an inviting guest bedroom their
best friend from out of town could stay in when they visit, or
a fun playroom for their young children, suddenly that extra
bedroom takes on a whole new life.

STAGING CAN MAKE A SPACE SEEM BIGGER.
It might seem like completely emptying a space would
make it seem bigger, but on the contrary, rooms can end up
looking small when they’re completely empty. Sometimes
people have a hard time imagining how much room their
queen-sized bed will take up, and they might think they
need more room when they actually don’t. Showing how
the space in a room can be used takes buyers one step
closer to envisioning living there.
The benefits of staging article source: Will Featherstone from forbes.com

IN AN HSR SURVEY OF OVER 4,200 HOMES,
85% OF THE STAGED HOMES SOLD FOR UP TO

6% - 25% MORE
THAN UNSTAGED HOMES.
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VENDOR MANAGEMENT
I am able to negotiate special pricing with many local vendors. These vendors are familiar with the
types of work necessary to bring a home to market in the most cost-effective way.

PROPERTY + PEST INSPECTIONS
In some instances, procuring a seller inspection report makes sense. I have relationships with
some of the industries best inspectors. These inspections can help us to reduce the number of
inspection items which might arise after a buyer inspection. Should my sellers choose to procure
an inspection, I am happy to schedule and attend the inspection, for your convenience.
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MARKETING
A strategic marketing plan can significantly increase the value of your home. By any objective
measure. I work closely with the best marketing team in Real Estate to craft a message that
highlights all of the best qualities of your home and your neighborhood. Unlike most other
Realtors®, I do not outsource this important function to third-party providers of overused templates
utilized nationwide.

ONLINE MARKETING
In addition to all of the free online marketing utilized by most agents, I include online and social
media promotions for my listings.
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PRINT
Your home will be advertised in a full-color, professionally designed and printed flyers or
brochures. These prints will include multiple photos and a comprehensive list of features, as well
as a link to the website to access additional photos. “Just Listed” postcards will also be sent to
over 100 neighbors surrounding the home. The prints will certainly make buyers remember your
property, which is important since buyers say that homes tend to blend together after looking at
six or eight in a day.

PHOTOGRAPHY
All of my homes are photographed by professional photographers who specialize in residential
photography. The photographers I use are far more experienced than any other option in the
market. Based on my experience, the quality of the photography has a profound impact on the
quality of the professional marketing materials that our team has designed. For photography, I do
request sellers to pay the photographers up-front in which I will reimburse at closing. I believe this
allows sellers to have some “skin in the game.”
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ITEMS TO ADDRESS BEFORE
LISTING PHOTOS & HOME SHOWINGS
BEFORE LISTING PHOTOS
EXTERIOR
• Highly

recommend

pressure

ENTRANCE
washing

• Check working order of doorbell and

house, driveway, walkways, fences, patios,

exterior lights

decks

• Replace any worn welcome mats

• Highly recommend cleaning roof if there

• Repaint front door if needed

are any areas of discoloration or moss

• Add hanging flowers

• Repaint walls and siding, fascia or other

• Clear entry of any clutter

woodwork if paint is faded, cracked or
LIVING/DINING/FAMILY/BEDROOMS

peeling
• Repair any wood rot around fascia,

• Repaint or touch up walls and ceilings if

wooden posts or exterior door frames

needed

• Wash all windows inside and out and

• Shampoo or replace carpet and/or wash

replace any torn or missing screens

and wax floors

• Trim trees, hedges and shrubs away from

• Remove excess or unattractive furniture

the home

• Clean and dust curtains, shutters, blinds,

• Remove all weeds from flower beds

etc.

• Freshen up mulch around the entire yard

• Dust ceiling fans and lights

• Weed and feed lawn

• Clean fireplace, mantle, shelving

• Replace any dead sod

• Replace any old or mismatched bedding

• Make sure the irrigation is in good working

and linens

order to keep lawn lush

• Declutter closets to make them look larger

• Replace any burned out landscape lights

• Replace any outdated lighting and ceiling

• Remove all clutter including garbage cans,

fans – brass or gold is considered outdated

garden tools, toys, etc.
• Replace or paint old or worn mailbox
• Clear

lakefront

of

any

overgrown

vegetation or grass
• Pressure clean dock and make sure boat
lift is working
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KITCHEN/BATHS

BEFORE EVERY SHOWING

• Replace leaking or outdated faucets and

EXTERIOR

fixtures

• Keep lawn freshly cut and manicured

• Update cabinet hardware

• Pick up any tools or toys

• Touch up paint as needed

• Put garbage cans in garage

• Thoroughly clean range/oven, refrigerator

• Close garage door

and other appliances

• Park cars on street or around corner

• Clear out and clean cabinets, drawers and
INTERIOR

medicine chests
• Remove clutter from countertops

• Clear clutter from counters and table tops

• Clean tile and grout

• Turn on all lights, lamps and ceiling fans

• Replace any missing or mildewed caulking

• Open shades and curtains
• Give the house a pleasant aroma – fresh

PATIO AREAS

baked cookies, fire in fireplace, etc.

• Repaint decks areas that are worn or

• Set dining room table

scratched

• Vacuum floors

• Replace outdoor ceiling fans if they are old

• Make all beds

and warped

• Fold bathroom towels

• Replace or remove worn and broken patio

• Set thermostat at a comfortable temperature

furniture

even if you don’t normally
• Remove all pets from the house

GENERAL
• Replace

each

and

every

burned-out

This is a general list and might not be applicable

lightbulb

to everybody. Help me, help you and together,

• Clear cobwebs from corners and doorways

we can get your house sold for top dollar!

• Wash light switches, hand rails and
doorknobs
• Add “welcoming” touches: new potted
plants, scented candles and so on
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SAMPLE LISTING CALENDAR
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
1

THURSDAY
2

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

3

4

10

11

LISTING PAPERWORK
FINALIZED

5

6

7

8

9

HOME PRE-INSPECTION
HOME TOUCH UPS INCLUDING PAINTING, HANDYWORK, ADDRESSING ISSUES ON PRE-INSPECTION
STAGER WALKTHROUGH

12

13

20

21

27

16

PHOTOGRAPHY

22

28

17

PHOTOS DUE

23

LISTING DAY
SIGN INSTALLED
LOCKBOX INSTALLED

MARKETING MATERIALS
DELIVERED

26

15

STAGING AND LANDSCAPING

HOME CLEANING

19

14

18

MARKETING MATERIALS
FINALIZED AND ORDERED

24

25

OPEN HOUSE

29

30

OPEN HOUSE

EVERY HOME IS DIFFERENT. THIS IS A SAMPLE TIMELINE WHICH
CAN BE ELONGATED OR SHORTENED.
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REVIEWS
“Audry is knowledgeable, responsive, and she truly cares for her clients. I purchased
my first home with her and she made the process so easy and fun. She explained the
process when I was confused and was there with me every step of the way. I closed
on my home a little over a month after checking out the first homes. Audry answered
all of my questions and went above and beyond to find me the answers. I highly
recommend Audry! She is amazing!”
- Janelle H

“Audry made the process of selling our home so easy and smooth, we
almost didn’t have to do a thing! She is so efficient and thorough, I would
hire her over and over!”
- Carly F
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Prepare Your Home for Sale Checklist
If you are planning to put your house up for sale, here is a step-bystep checklist for de-cluttering your home.
In every room
Remove all clutter
Clean the ceiling fan
Dust the walls from the top down
Dust the base boards
Dust chandeliers
Vacuum, mop and/or clean carpets
Launder or vacuum the window treatments
Wash the windows
Replace or repair damaged mini-blinds
Replace blown light bulbs
Patch holes
Touch-up paint walls and trim
Additional items in the kitchen
Box up all extra plates and serving pieces
Organize pantry
Move appliances you seldom use to your cabinets or pantry
Scrub your sink
Change the drip pans on your stove top
Clean the oven
Wipe down all appliances
Make any necessary repairs
Wipe down drawers and cabinet
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13

14

What to Expect the First Week
Spruce and “Stage”
Order Professional Photography and Video
Enter Listing into the MLS System
Post “For Sale” Signs
Install Lock Box
Review Showing Instructions
Prepare Property Marketing
Syndicate Listing to all Real Estate Websites
Advertise on all Social Media
Open House Plan
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AUDRY MACH
Realtor®
Direct: (907) 830-1242
audry.mach@yahoo.com

